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Right here, we have countless ebook Alliance Security Dilemmas In The Iraq War German And Japanese
Responses and collections to check out. We additionally provide variant types and with type of the books to browse.
The agreeable book, fiction, history, novel, scientific research, as well as various additional sorts of books are readily

handy here.
As this Alliance Security Dilemmas In The Iraq War German And Japanese Responses, it ends taking place monster
one of the favored ebook Alliance Security Dilemmas In The Iraq War German And Japanese Responses collections
that we have. This is why you remain in the best website to see the amazing book to have.

Fair Play Aug 29 2019 In the high-stakes world of spying, do the ends justify the means?
Moral Dilemmas in Real Life Nov 12 2020 Moral Dilemmas in Real Life purports to supply ways of thinking of,
perhaps even dealing with, the ins and outs of ethical argument. The world today presents both individuals and
communities with situations, which demand moral and ethical deliberations. From the more general issues of
universal globalization to the very specific problems of every-day existence encountered by active agents,
contemporary life is replete with moral and ethical conundrums. Any thinking person is required, so it seems, to be
concerned, involved, or – at the very least – conversant with these issues and this book supplies the wherewithal
needed. Applied ethics is that intellectual locale where theory meets praxis. Moral Dilemmas in Real Life is designed
to make that meeting point explicit, by presenting a series of issues in well-grounded philosophical formulations. The
book begins with the general relation between the individual and society – instilling ethical tension, and even
clashes, between the private and the public in our discourse. Going on, from general to specific, it gradually narrows
the ethical playing field to touch on medical ethics, the family, and the practice of punishment. In all cases, the book
addresses both consensual and conventional social institutions and distortions thereof.
Ethical Dilemmas in Genealogy Feb 13 2021 Many people enjoy researching their family history. However, have
we stopped to ask ourselves if some of the things that we are doing within our family tree research are ethical? Have
you asked people's permission to include them on your tree? What will you do if you discover secrets and lies?
Should you tell your grandmother that her mother was six months pregnant when she got married? How do you
approach people on your DNA testing site about matching and potentially collaborating? If you were adopted, would
you try and trace your biological mother? If you have a Caribbean ancestor, how would you feel if your DNA ethnicity
came back as Ghanaian? A variety of ethical dilemmas will be described and discussed, and adoption, DNA testing,

and ethnicity will be discussed in detail. A brief overview of the history of genealogy, and its recent move towards
professionalising will be addressed. What is the potential future of genealogy? Will computers fill out our tree for us?
Should babies be DNA tested at birth? Will people in the future be able to marry their robot? With more than 700
references, this book will also aid further investigation into the topics.
Ethical Dilemmas in Public Policy Nov 24 2021 This book employs a unique interdisciplinary approach to analyze
different ethical dilemmas in public policy, applying values and concepts to examine substantive policy and public
issues that are grounded in practical realities (by integrating philosophy, political science, law, policy studies etc.),
thereby bringing fresh insights to governance. Building on the nascent scholarly literature on the role of values in
governance, it focuses on analyzing “social values in public policy” in the East-West context of Hong Kong, yielding
new insights on how to achieve good governance by reflecting on public affairs and policy issues from a social
values perspective. The book will be of interest to researchers, postgraduate and undergraduate students in the
fields of philosophy, political science, public policy and social science in general, while politicians, public
administrators, policy researchers and other professionals (e.g. teachers, journalists, social workers, doctors etc.)
from both East and West will find it stimulating and constructive. The book offers well-founded reading and reference
material for citizenship education, e.g. as teaching materials, especially for General Education courses at
universities and Liberal Studies and Arts curricula in secondary schools. It also provides food for thought on the part
of general citizens.“This will be a very important and unique book in the study of ethical pluralism andpublic policy in
Hong Kong.”– Professor Sonny Lo Shiu Hing“Public policy both reflects and shapes social values and social norms.
However, the so-cial values and ethical dimensions of public policy are often left implicit and unexploredin policy
analysis and policy formulation. The big questions – what kind of society dowe want to create? What is at stake
here? Whose values? – are debated and discussedin some other context which is more distant from the applied
world of policymaking.This book takes a different position and puts ethical issues and social values up front inan
exploration of a number of key public policy issues in Hong Kong. In doing so, thebook makes a very timely
intervention in Hong Kong’s increasingly contentious publicaffairs and makes an important contribution to the
general literature.”– Professor Ray Forrest
An Ethical Approach to Practitioner Research Aug 22 2021 Practice based research is burgeoning in a number
of professional areas. An Ethical Approach to Practitioner Research covers a comprehensive range of issues and

dilemmas encountered in practitioner and action research contexts. While principally focused upon practitioner
inquiry in education it takes account of, and acknowledges that others engaged in professional practice such as in
legal, nursing and social care contexts, face similar issues and dilemmas. It aims to stimulate ethical thinking and
practice in enquiry and research contexts. Following moves to promote professional learning and development in the
workplace, there is an increase in the number of practitioners engaging in action or inquiry based learning in the
workplace supported by university staff or consultants, as evidenced in the emergence of professional learning
communities and learning networks. There are many tensions inherent in relationships between practitioners and
academics in terms of the setting of the research agenda, the policy implications that may flow from it and the right
to publish outcomes. Negotiating that relationship requires ethical probity where each party recognises, understands
and respects mutual responsibilities. The book explores this through a wide variety of roles from those of academic
researchers, consultants and teachers to professional practitioners as researchers and, importantly, students and
children. It therefore illustrates a number of differing perspectives about ethics and research which are allied to those
roles Drawing on the expertise of international researchers and academics from America, Australia and Europe, the
book provides invaluable support to the novice researcher and illuminates some of the more intricate issues for the
more experienced research practitioner.Packed with detailed and thought-provoking examples this book contains
both theoretical analyses of ethical matters and offers practical advice to practitioner and action researchers across
the fields of schools hospitals and community and family settings.
Digital Dilemmas May 31 2022 Social media is at the core of digital transformations in organizations. Facebook,
Twitter, LinkedIn, and other social media platforms widen the scope for rapid and effective communication with
stakeholders. They also create a range of new and challenging ethical dilemmas. This open access book
categorizes the dilemmas organizations across a range of industries can face when they implement social media to
communicate with stakeholders. This book provides a systematic framework for analyzing these ethical dilemmas in
social media using the Navigation Wheel. This tool leads the decision-maker through a series of considerations such
as legal questions, corporate identity, morality, reputation, and ethics. Finally, the author considers implications for
leaders and presents potential solutions to these dilemmas. Based on five years of original research with 250
executive students at a European business school, all of whom work with social media communications in their
organizations, this book is the first major study to explore the ethical use of social media across industries and is a

valuable resource for researchers and practitioners alike.
Justice in the Workplace Apr 05 2020 This timely book explores new social justice challenges in the workplace.
Adopting a long-term perspective, it focuses on value conflicts, or ethical dilemmas, in contemporary organisations
and ways to overcome them. Matthieu de Nanteuil demonstrates that the existence of value conflicts is not in itself
problematic, but problems arise as actors do not have a frame of justice that allows them to overcome these conflicts
without renouncing their deeply held values.
Moral Dilemmas in the Mahabharata Oct 04 2022 Here the collected papers explore the whole question of the
relation between the mythopoetic and the moral in the context of the Mahabharata. Here we have a story of extreme
complexity, characters that are unforgettable, and a cosmic context in which gods and men alike grapple with
destiny. The obligations of kinship and friendship jostle with each other. The women characters, as in everyday life,
seem to bear a very heavy load of the burden of life and to stand in a key position in almost every conflict. We are
presented with predicaments at every turn. At times these predicaments seem to be aggravated by social structure.
At other times they are cushioned by it. Philosophical tangles tied up with karma and dharma are interwoven with the
mythopoetic material. Perhaps philosophical issues are pinpointed rather more than they are in Greek epic literature.
The essays in this book treat the Mahabharata from an unusual angle, fastening on the moral dilemmas it presents.
How universal are the dilemmas faced by the characters in the story, and are the dilemmas in fact resolved? In
dealing with these questions, the discussions range over the meaning of the purusarthas, the institutions of marriage
and the family, the concept of action in the Gita and the special predicaments faced by Draupadi, Arjuna and others.
These studies invite the scholar to reflect afresh on the text and encourage the general reader to find in epic
literature much that is relevant to life today.
Tragic Dilemmas in Christian Ethics Jun 07 2020 Tragic Dilemmas in Christian Ethics develops a new theological
understanding of tragic dilemmas rooted in moral philosophy, contemporary case studies, and psychological
literature on moral injury. Both academically rigorous and deeply pastoral, Jackson-Meyer offers practical strategies
to Christian communities for dealing with tragic dilemmas.
Educational Dilemmas Jun 27 2019 Educational Dilemmas uses cultural psychology to explore the challenges,
contradictions and tensions that occur during the process of education, with consideration of the effect these have at
both the individual and the collective level. It argues that the focus on issues in learning overlooks a fundamental

characteristic of education: that the process of educating is simultaneously both constructive and disruptive. Drawing
on research from Europe, America and Asia, chapters in this volume present and analyse different experiences of
the tension between disruption and construction in the process of education. Situating educational discontent within
the wider context, the book demonstrates how this issue can be exacerbated by the tension between the
commodification and democratisation of educational systems. This book demonstrates that these issues permeate
all levels of education and, as a result, emphasises how vital it is that educational discontent is considered from a
new perspective. Educational Dilemmas is essential reading for academics, researchers and postgraduate students
in the fields of psychology and education. It should also be of great interest to school psychologists, teachers and
therapists.
Real-life Dilemmas in Moral Education Aug 10 2020 The purpose of this book is to contribute to contemporary
debates about alternative ways of teaching Moral Education in Malaysia by including the voice of students. Moral
Education in the Malaysian setting is both complex and compulsory. This book explores alternatives to the current
somewhat dated approach. It seeks to discover what young adolescents describe as moral dilemmas, how they
approach them and what they find useful in resolving these moral problems.
Ethical Dilemmas in Psychotherapy Apr 29 2022 New and experienced psychotherapists alike can find themselves
overwhelmed by an ethical quandary where there doesn't seem to be an easy solution. This book presents positive
ethics as a means to overcome such ethical challenges. The positive approach focuses on not just avoiding negative
consequences, but reaching the best possible outcomes for both the psychotherapist and the client. The authors
outline a clear decision-making process that is based on three practical strategies: the ethics acculturation model to
help therapists incorporate personal ethics into their professional roles, the quality enhancement model for dealing
with high-risk patients who are potentially harmful, and ethical choice-making strategies to make the most ethical
decision in a situation where two ethical principles conflict. Throughout the decision-making process,
psychotherapists are encouraged to follow four basic guidelines: Focus on overarching ethical principles Consider
intuitive, emotional, and other nonrational factors Accept that some problems have elusive solutions Solicit input
from colleagues and consultation groups Numerous vignettes illustrate how to apply positive ethics to many different
ethical challenges that psychotherapists will likely encounter in practice.
Ethical Dilemmas in Management Nov 05 2022 This exciting new text engages with the issue of ethical dilemmas

encountered in different organizations. Rather than exploring the definition of ethical conduct, this book focuses on
the way in which the process of organization produces dilemmas of ethical behaviour. Using illustrative accounts
from corporate settings as a basis, the book explores the conditions that lead to ethical dilemmas and the strategies
organizations adopt to deal with these dilemmas or steer away from them. The book suggests that ethical dilemmas
are often dealt with by directing attention away from the core problem, rather than engaging with and solving it. This
is a fascinating text, which raises important questions and provides a deeper understanding of the dynamics of
ethical processes. A company’s ethical behaviour is a major criterion by which the company, its products and
services are judged and is therefore crucial to sound management in today’s organizations. Ethical Dilemmas in
Management is essential reading for all students of business and management and ethics.
Ethical Dilemmas in Qualitative Research Jul 09 2020 This title was first published in 2002.The connectedness and
degree of intimacy that forms between researcher and the researched in qualitative inquiry generates a range of
ethical issues. Many professional associations have produced their own sets of ethical guidelines for members as a
result of these issues. This edited collection explores and critically reviews the range of ethical dilemmas and issues
that confront qualitative researchers in the field including: respect for privacy, establishing honesty and openness in
the relationship formed, and guarding against misrepresentation. The contributors offer reflexive and confessional
accounts of the process of negotiating the inevitable tensions that arise when applying the ethical principles
expressed in the statements of professional and research bodies to the material situations encountered in the field.
The diversity of settings and projects explored in this book testify to the fact that prescriptive templates often provide
an inadequate picture of the ethical dilemmas encountered in researching the social and life worlds of the
participants. The volume reflects the diversity of qualitative research currently being undertaken and provides a text
which deals with the ethical realities of doing such research. The book will be an important resource for students,
teachers and researchers.
Computer Ethics Sep 30 2019 Widely acclaimed for its readability and its balanced and authoritative coverage,
Computer Ethics has been thoroughly revised and updated with new anecdotes, new revelations, and lively
discussion of the ethical, social, and professional issues arising from the computer revolution, such as computer
crime, software theft, hacking, viruses, and the invasion of privacy.
Complex Dilemmas in Group Therapy Dec 02 2019 "Complex Dilemmas in Group Therapy includes advice and

insights from more than 25 of the most eminent group therapists in the world and is edited by two leading thinkers
and practitioners in the field"-Ethical and Philosophical Consideration of the Dual-Use Dilemma in the Biological Sciences Jan 27 2022
What Is the Dual-Use Dilemma? The so-called “dual-use dilemma” arises in the context of research in the biological
and other sciences as a consequence of the fact that one and the same piece of sci- tific research sometimes has
the potential to be used for harm as well as for good. A dual-use dilemma is an ethical dilemma, and an ethical
dilemma for the researcher (and for those who have the power or authority to assist or impede the researcher’s
work, e. g. , governments). It is an ethical dilemma since it is about promoting good in the context of the potential for
also causing harm, e. g. , the p- motion of health in the context of providing the wherewithal for the killing of incents. It is an ethical dilemma for the researcher not because he or she is aiming at anything other than a good
outcome; typically, the researcher intends no harm, but only good. Rather, the dilemma arises for the researcher
because of the potential actions of others. Malevolent non-researchers might steal dangerous biological agents
produced by the researcher; alternatively, other researchers—or at least their governments or leadership—might use
the results of the original researcher’s work for malevolent purposes. The malevolent purposes in question include
bioterrorism, biowarfare and blackmail for financial gain.
Ethical Dilemmas in Education: Considering Learning Contexts in Practice Dec 14 2020 Ethical Dilemmas in
Educational Research is an invaluable guide for educational researchers around the world, helping to develop best
practices and make informed decisions. This book demonstrates how a careful balance must be struck between the
needs of participants, increasing regulatory guidelines and the academic freedom of the educational researcher. The
authors discuss an array of issues arising in the field of educational research, including: ethical dilemmas in action,
issues of agency and privacy, and researcher reflexivity. With a foreword by Professor Ian Menter, this book goes
beyond the guidelines and focuses on the specific dilemmas that educational researchers face, illustrated with reallife and inclusive examples. The book: ?Focuses on the resolution of ethical dilemmas in educational research, and
not just the dilemmas themselves ?Highlights the role of committees and guidelines, with an emphasis on
misunderstandings and common purposes ?Is written by academics from differing theoretical and methodological
perspectives and disciplines across the spectrum of educational research ?Presents specific dilemmas encountered
during research in the early years, schools and universities The authors use these ideas to build on the foundations

of an ethical approach and find new ways of working together and learning from one another, to ensure best practice
in the educational research field and forge a more united forward path. Carol Brown is a Senior Lecturer in
Psychology and Education Faculty Research Ethics Officer at Oxford Brookes University, UK. Mary Wild is Professor
in Education and former Head of the School of Education at Oxford Brookes University, UK.
Moral, Ethical, and Social Dilemmas in the Age of Technology Mar 29 2022 "This book highlights the
innovations and developments in the ethical features of technology in society, bringing together research in the
areas of computer, engineering, and biotechnical ethics"--Provided by publisher.
Government, Ethics, and Managers Sep 03 2022 This volume focuses on the ethical and unethical behavior of
elected and appointed government officials. Steinberg and Austern discuss the various types of ethical dilemmas
that confront public sector managers, offer ways to analyze them, and describe a series of management strategies
designed to prevent unethical behavior. The authors also suggest ways to identify the susceptibility to corruption of a
jurisdiction and present model policies, procedures, and legislation which could be effective in reducing the
opportunity for unethical behavior.
Ethical Dilemmas in Public Policy Aug 02 2022 This book employs a unique interdisciplinary approach to analyze
different ethical dilemmas in public policy, applying values and concepts to examine substantive policy and public
issues that are grounded in practical realities (by integrating philosophy, political science, law, policy studies etc.),
thereby bringing fresh insights to governance. Building on the nascent scholarly literature on the role of values in
governance, it focuses on analyzing “social values in public policy” in the East-West context of Hong Kong, yielding
new insights on how to achieve good governance by reflecting on public affairs and policy issues from a social
values perspective. The book will be of interest to researchers, postgraduate and undergraduate students in the
fields of philosophy, political science, public policy and social science in general, while politicians, public
administrators, policy researchers and other professionals (e.g. teachers, journalists, social workers, doctors etc.)
from both East and West will find it stimulating and constructive. The book offers well-founded reading and reference
material for citizenship education, e.g. as teaching materials, especially for General Education courses at
universities and Liberal Studies and Arts curricula in secondary schools. It also provides food for thought on the part
of general citizens.“This will be a very important and unique book in the study of ethical pluralism andpublic policy in
Hong Kong.”– Professor Sonny Lo Shiu Hing“Public policy both reflects and shapes social values and social norms.

However, the so-cial values and ethical dimensions of public policy are often left implicit and unexploredin policy
analysis and policy formulation. The big questions – what kind of society dowe want to create? What is at stake
here? Whose values? – are debated and discussedin some other context which is more distant from the applied
world of policymaking.This book takes a different position and puts ethical issues and social values up front inan
exploration of a number of key public policy issues in Hong Kong. In doing so, thebook makes a very timely
intervention in Hong Kong’s increasingly contentious publicaffairs and makes an important contribution to the
general literature.”– Professor Ray Forrest
Developments And Dilemmas In Science Education Jan 03 2020 A summary of the strengths and weaknesses in
present practices of science education in schools, and of research in science education. Annotation copyright Book
News, Inc. Portland, Or.
Courage and Conviction Mar 05 2020 Have you ever found yourself in a situation where you would be breaching a
law or policy if you help a person in need? Do you stand aside when someone needs assistance, thinking you have
no obligation to lift a finger? Is there a way to deal with an ethical dilemma without fear of being mired in the
consequences? How would you answer an inconvenient question? Courage and Conviction deals with the subject of
ethical dilemmas in personal and work life. It opens with a discussion on the nature of ethical dilemmas and then
discusses moral reasoning and what it takes for effective decision-making in an ethical dilemma. It provides a guide
for resolving an ethical dilemma with a step-by-step resolution framework and a tactical approach. Several chapters
look at ethical dilemmas in the context of professional work, running corporations and public service. The book
concludes by discussing a common ethical dilemma, namely, facing an inconvenient question, and providing a set of
rules for decision making by a person exercising authority. Written in a readable and accessible style and peppered
with cases and stories to illustrate concepts the chapters in the book end with a bullet-point summary, and one or
two questions for readers to reflect on to deepen their understanding of concepts and their application.
How Good People Make Tough Choices Rev Ed May 07 2020 Should you take a much-needed vacation or save
money for the kids' education? Protect the endangered owl or maintain jobs for loggers? Have a heart-to-heart with
a lying employee or fire him on the spot? All of us face ethical choices. Sometimes they're easy: One side is wrong
and the other is right. But how do we handle the really tough "right vs. right" dilemmas, where each side has strong
moral arguments and we can't do both? This book helps us build Ethical Fitness®—a values-based decision-making

process so definitive that it's now a registered trade mark. Rushworth M. Kidder, founder of the Institute for Global
Ethics, teaches us how to think for ourselves in order to resolve ethical dilemmas ranging from the intimately
personal to the broadly philosophical. Unique in its approach and rich with illustrative anecdotes—updated with
examples of real-world conflicts from today's political realm and from Dr. Kidder's own observations—How Good
People Make Tough Choices is an indispensable resource for spotting, understanding, and resolving our toughest
decisions.
China's Economic Dilemmas in the 1990s Jun 19 2021
Practical and Ethical Dilemmas in Researching Sensitive Topics with Populations Considered Vulnerable Jul
21 2021 This book seeks to support social science researchers who interact with vulnerability and/or sensitivity in
the context of their research. Whilst there has been some important debate about the theoretical, methodological
and ethical issues of conducting research on sensitive topics, and/or with vulnerable populations, the number of
scholarly publications focused solely on these topics is limited and not up to date. The book intends to fill this gap by
providing various research experiences, as well as the elements that characterize them. The articles selected for this
book intend, first and foremost, to stimulate reflexivity amongst the use of the concepts of sensitive topics and
vulnerable groups, and to provide tools that will allow researchers to improve their research practices The book
integrates several articles that explore a wide range of dilemmas that, to a certain extent, might allow the reader to
access the backstage of this type of research. The reader will find here a rich and fruitful space for theoretical and
empirical reflection, where several social science researchers with different backgrounds share their experiences
and research paths in a rigorous and creative way.
China's Economic Dilemmas in the 1990s May 19 2021 Most students of contemporary China are familiar with the
Joint Economic Committee studies on China, which have appeared periodically since 1967. This is the most recent
study in the series (released in April, 1991). This volume follows the format of the previous studies, offering a broad
sweep of its subject matter. The 50 chapters - contributed by Chinese scholars in government, universities and
private research centres - are divided into five major parts. Each section begins with an overview which summarises
and comments on the main points in each of the chapters. The volume offers a detailed examination of China's
economy, and the political and social factors currently facing the leadership in Beijing.
Ethical Dilemmas in the Creative, Cultural and Service Industries Dec 26 2021 Ethical Dilemmas in the

Creative, Cultural and Service Industries enhances professional ethical awareness and supports students'
development of skills for ethical decision-making in these growing sectors. It focusses on the shaping of personal
and professional values, and dealing with the moral and ethical issues that (future) professionals may encounter in
practice. Including a multitude of varied and interdisciplinary case studies, this textbook adopts an applied ethical
approach which enables the student to combine basic ethical theory with relevant and 'real-life' cases. Major ethical
issues such as CSR, ethical leadership, human rights, fraud, employee rights and duties, new technology and
(social) entrepreneurship are addressed. This will be invaluable reading for students studying tourism, hospitality,
leisure, events, marketing, healthcare, logistics, retail and game development. It will also be a suitable resource for
in-company training of practitioners already working in this wide range of domains. raining of practitioners already
working in this wide range of domains.
Hard Choices Oct 24 2021 Since Somalia, the international community has found itself changing its view of
humanitarian intervention. Operations designed to alleviate suffering and achieve peace sometimes produce
damaging results. The United Nations, nongovernmental organizations, military and civilian agencies alike find
themselves in the midst of confusion and weakness where what they seek are clarity and stability. Competing needs,
rights, and values can obscure even the best international efforts to quell violence and assuage crises of poverty.
More attention must be paid to the complexity of issues and moral dilemmas involved. This volume of original essays
by international policy leaders, practitioners, and scholars brings together insights into the conflicting moral
pressures present in different kinds of interventions ranging from Rwanda and Somalia to Haiti, Cambodia, and
Bosnia. From their various cultural and professional perspectives the authors cover issues of human rights,
sanctions, arms trade, refugees, HIV, and the media. Together they make the case that, although there are no easy
answers, moral reflection and content can improve the quality of decisionmaking and intervention in internal
conflicts. Published under the auspices of The International Committee of the Red Cross.
Ethical Dilemmas in International Criminological Research Jul 29 2019 Building on the editors' previous
publication, Engaging with Ethics in International Criminological Research, this new book brings together a fresh
collection of leading international scholars tackling ethical dilemmas in criminological research. Contributors address
how they have experienced and addressed ethical issues in their research, and how they have balanced the benefits
and harms of doing such research for both the researcher and the researched. Ethical Dilemmas in International

Criminological Research draws on various issues across a range of jurisdictions and political and social contexts,
including cybercrime and transgressive online actions; state and police responses to crime; the war on drugs;
working with traumatised participants in criminological research; punishment and prison; and sex, sexualities, and
gender. Moreover, this collection aims to offer a truly international perspective, including insights from research
projects in the Global South. This book is essential reading for junior scholars just starting out with original research,
as well as more seasoned researchers looking to gain insights into the challenges of criminological research in other
cultural contexts. It is also instructive reading for students taking courses in criminological and social research
methods.
Ethical Dilemmas in Church Leadership Oct 12 2020 Shares case studies on some of the most sensitive issues
pastors and church leaders may have to deal with in their churches--child abuse, AIDS, infidelity, homosexuality, and
unexpected pregnancies.
Ward Ethics Apr 17 2021 The existing literature in medical ethics does not serve the practical needs of medical
students and trainees very well, as the dilemmas posed are generally beyond their direct control, and being a
student or junior doctor brings its own set of ethical concerns. The editors have addressed this need by compiling a
series of case studies from around the world and inviting an international team of leading ethicists and clinicians to
comment on them. Over 80 actual cases cover the range of possible problems a medical trainee may encounter on
the ward, from drug and alcohol abuse, whistleblowing and improper sexual conduct to performing procedures,
handling authority, disclosure, blaming, personal responses to patients, and misrepresentation of research. The
book will be an essential guide on how to cope with the ethical dilemmas of those embarking on medical careers.
Exploring Ethical Dilemmas in Art Therapy Feb 25 2022 Exploring Ethical Dilemmas in Art Therapy: 50 Clinicians
From 20 Countries Share Their Stories presents a global collection of first-person accounts detailing the ethical
issues that arise during art therapists’ work. Grouped according to themes such as discrimination and inclusion,
confidentiality, and scope of practice, chapters by experienced art therapists from 20 different countries explore
difficult situations across a variety of practitioner roles, client diagnoses, and cultural contexts. In reflecting upon their
own courses of action when faced with these issues, the authors acknowledge missteps as well as successes,
allowing readers to learn from their mistakes. Offering a unique presentation centered on diverse vignettes with
important lessons and ethical takeaways highlighted throughout, this exciting new volume will be an invaluable

resource to all future and current art therapists, as well as to other mental health professionals.
Resolving Ethical Dilemmas in Social Work Practice Sep 22 2021 Is it right for a relative to assist in the suicide
of an ailing loved one? Is it fair for a boss to avoid firing an employee? Ethics is a hot topic these days. Hardly a day
goes by without a news story detailing breaches of ethical conduct in government, business, education, and the
professions. Ethical dilemmas test the personal value system of all individuals at different points in their lives. This
book provides a unique integration of theory and practice, by presenting ethical dilemmas that many people will
encounter in their careers and personal lives, and offering models for classifying value conflicts and making ethical
decisions.This how-to approach provides a way of thinking about values and ethics that permits the reader to make
his or her own decisions based on rational decision-making models. The author provides numerous examples that
encapsulate all sides of certain ethical conflicts, helping readers to visualize and understand the issues and
processes involved in resolving ethical dilemmas. The book is divided into three sections: Values, Ethics, and
Autonomy & Paternalism.Social workers, educators, theologians, and professional and community leaders.A
Longwood Professional Book
Dilemmas of Leadership Mar 17 2021 This is a thematic examination of the most influential ideas and writings on
leadership. The text creates order from the chaos of leadership literature, and its structure, style and original
approach encourages reader reflection.
Moral Reasoning at Work Jul 01 2022 This book is open access under a CC-BY license. Moral dilemmas are a
pervasive feature of working life. Moral Reasoning at Work offers a fresh perspective on how to live with them. How
do we cope with situations where no matter what we decide to do, something will be wrong? How do we live with the
moral dissonance between what we are tempted to do and what is in line with our moral convictions? What can
organizations do to establish a foundation for responsible decision-making and conduct? This book combines
research streams from ethics and moral psychology using extensive experience of sessions of moral reasoning with
leaders and employees in organizations. It argues that there is a need to go beyond compliance and traditional
approaches to ethics in order to prepare decision-makers for moral dilemmas. Organizations can do that by
encouraging people to become actively and regularly involved in moral reasoning at work. This work was published
by Saint Philip Street Press pursuant to a Creative Commons license permitting commercial use. All rights not
granted by the work's license are retained by the author or authors.

Ethical Dilemmas in the Modern Corporation Sep 10 2020 This challenging and engaging approach to ethical and
social issues is rich in concrete, "real-world examples" and cases as it examines responsible business behavior and
contrasts it with less responsible policies and actions. Cavanagh and McGovern present two sets of values--social
values that look to the good of society as a whole and traditional business values that focus more on self-interest,
competition, and profit. The authors argue that both sets of values should be considered whenever business policies
or governmental economic policies are being formulated. Ethical norms are presented and used to evaluate current
issues such as: - worker participation - union-management relations - military contracts - lobbying the government
and political action committees - advertising cigarettes - infant formula - children's TV - new jobs and plant closings government regulations - nuclear power - returnable containers - toxic waste disposal and clean sites - operations in
less developed countries and in South Africa - takeovers - greenmail.
Fieldwork in the Global South Oct 31 2019 Choosing to do fieldwork overseas, particularly in the Global South, is
a challenge in itself. The researcher faces logistical complications, health and safety issues, cultural differences,
language barriers, and much more. But permeating the entire fieldwork experience are a range of intermediating
ethical issues. While many researchers seek to follow institutional and disciplinary guidelines on ethical research
practice, the reality is that each situation is unique and the individual researcher must negotiate their own path
through a variety of ethical challenges and dilemmas. This book was created to share such experiences, to serve not
as a manual for ethical practice but rather as a place for reflection and mutual learning. Since ethical issues face the
researcher at every turn and cannot be compartmentalized into one part of the research process, this book puts
them at the very center of the discussion and uses them as the lens with which to view different stages of fieldwork.
The book covers four thematic areas: ethical challenges in the field; ethical dimensions of researcher identity; ethical
issues relating to research methods; and ethical dilemmas of engagement with a variety of actors. This volume also
provides fresh insights by drawing on the experiences of research students rather than those of established
academics. The contributors describe research conducted for their master’s degrees and doctorates, offering honest
and self-critical reflections on how they negotiated ethical challenges and dilemmas. The chapters cover fieldwork
carried out in countries across Africa, Asia, and Latin America on a broad sweep of development-related topics. This
book should have wide appeal to undergraduates, postgraduates, and early-career researchers working under the
broad umbrella of development studies. Although focused on fieldwork in the Global South, the discussions and

reflections are relevant to field research in many other countries and contexts.
Dilemmas in Youth Work and Youth Development Practice Jan 15 2021 The fundamental aim of youth work is to
build trusting and mutually respectful relationships with young people, creating transformative experiences for young
people in formal and informal spaces outside of homes and schools. These complex and multidimensional situations
mean that the day-to-day work of youth workers is full of dilemmas, pitting moral, developmental, motivational,
organizational, and other concerns against each other. By showing how different youth workers respond to a variety
of such dilemmas, this authentic text makes visible youth workers’ unique knowledge and skills, and explores how to
work with challenging situations – from the everyday to the extraordinary. Beginning by setting out a framework for
dilemma resolution, it includes a number of narrative-based chapters, in which youth workers describe and reflect on
dilemmas they have faced, the knowledge and experiences they brought to bear on them and alternative paths they
could have taken. Each chapter closes with a discussion from the literature about themes raised in the chapter, an
analysis of dilemma and a set of overarching discussion questions designed to have readers compare and contrast
the cases, consider what they would do in the situation, and reflect on their own practice. Teaching us a great deal
about the norms, conventions, continuities, and discontinuities of youth work, this practical book reveals essential
dimensions of the profession and contributes to a practice-based theoretical foundation of youth work.
Dilemmas in School Finance Feb 02 2020
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